Fila NoAlgae

ALGAE REMOVER FOR EXTERIOR SURFACES

TERRACOTTA
QUARRYTILES
NATURAL STONE
CONCRETE
WALLS

WHAT IT’S FOR
Eliminates algae, moss and lichen
from external wall and floor surfaces
When used after Fila Smuffy, it provides protection against mould formation

ADVANTAGES

HOW IT’S USED

Easy to use spray applicator
Perfect for both vertical and horizontal surfaces
Long lasting action
Perfect for many different surface
types: roofs, walls, pavings, terracotta stairs, quarry tiles,
brick veneers, natural stone and
concrete
Guaranteed results on external
surfaces: just spray then leave to act
for a few days.
No need to rinse

Ready for use: no dilution required

Packaging

500 ml bottles with spray trigger in box of 12.
5 litre flasks in box of 4.
PRECAUTIONS
• keep out of the reach of children.
The product is harmful to plants and vegetation.
When rinsing, ensure that the run-off does not
come into contact with these.
COMPOSITION
Contains: cationic surfactant < 5 %

52

LABELLING
No risk or safety labels or warnings
are required since the product is not classified as
hazardous under current regulations

Application:
1. Spray the product onto the surface to
be cleaned. Use an airless applicator
for larger areas.The product can also
be applied using a clean paintbrush.
Fila Noalgae will start work immediately, gradually eliminating the green
deposits on the surface.
2. For perfect results it is necessary to
wait 2-3 days, depending on the
amount of growth to be removed.
3. Once the surface is clean it can be
rinsed with water or left for the first
rainfall.Any residue of the product will
penetrate the material and continue
to act, preventing further build-up of
undesired growth.
Caution:
After cleaning it is advisable to apply a
waterproofing agent: Fila ES/82, Hydrorep or
Fila HP98.
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Appearance: transparent colourless liquid
Odour: slight characteristic odour
Density: 1.000 kg/litre
pH: 8.0
The information above reflects our latest technical know-how
and is the outcome of ongoing laboratory research and testing.
However, some factors are beyond our control. It is essential to
integrate our suggestions with your own on-site preliminary spot
tests and checks.
Fila accepts no liability for improper use of its products.

